
 

 

Laser Cutter Usage 

Booking 

Have your supervisor contact the Design Studios to make an 
appointment to use the laser cutter in P5810.  The operational hours are 

for weekdays only. 

9:00am to 11:30am, 2:00pm to 4:30pm (Closed on public holidays) 

Must notify Design Studio staff before and after laser cutting. 

 

 

Preparations before using the laser cutter 

 

 Save your file to AutoCAD 2009 or older 

 All lines in AutoCAD should be RED (index color 1 or RGB 
255,0,0) for cutting. Lines should be in BLUE (index color 5 or 
RGB 0,0,255)for engraving 

 The cutting area is only 600mm(L) x 300mm(W) 

 If using FREE AutoCAD version, to remove water marks, save as 
or export to a *.dxf file format in model (NOT in layout) and open 
again with AutoCAD  

 Do not include borders in your cut 

 Bring spare material to test settings and effects 

 

 

 



 

 

Instruction to operate the laser cutter 

 

1. Using AutoCAD 2009 or older. 
2. To export your file in to the laser cutter’s software (UPC), use the “PLOT” function in AutoCAD, 

choose the “previous plot” setting for convenience; however still check to be certain that they are 
correct. 

3. The settings in the plot dialog box should be set to the following: 
“Printing Name”: VLS350.pc3 
“Plot Style Table (pen assignment)”: VLS350.ctb   
Other settings as if you are plotting normally. 

4. Open the software UPC, your file should appear in RED, it will not recognize any other color to cut. 
5. In the UPC software, your item should appear in the “Viewer” tab on top. 
6. To adjust the intensity of the laser in correlation to your materials go to “Setting”, you may select 

“Copier Paper” for thinner material or “Mat Board” for thicker material. 
7. Then please select “Material Thickness”, avoid setting above 4mm.   
8. Next adjust “Vector Cutting” the two other two settings above are for other functions, do not require 

adjustment.  Push “apply” and “ok” to confirm.  Be aware of the intensity to avoid fire hazard.  
9. Top right hand area is the On/ Off button to the laser cutter, when turn on the laser cutting will start 

to calibrate the laser and the “start” button on the laser cutter will be GREEN.  The large print button 
in the UPC software will also be GREEN. 

10. When all settings are satisfactory, push the PRINT button to cut. 
11. It is a good idea to test the cutting on spare materials before actual cut.  This will enable you to be 

more accurate in your settings and avoid any hazards. 

 
 

Helpful tips 
 
 Only able to cut paper, cardboard, under 4mm in thickness 

 Thinner paper , choose “Copy Paper”, for thicker cardboard (3-4mm), use “Mat Board” 

 Do not set the laser intensity too high, materials will burn, and excess smoke will overload the purifier   

 Do not need to shut down the computer or the laser cutter, this will be done by staff 

 Have sufficient ventilation inside the room. After cutting, allow the purifier to remove any dangerous 
particles before opening the cover.  Do not inhale when opening cover. 

 There is a fire extinguisher near the door in case of fire 

 


